
HOW TO WRITE A SIDEBAR ARTICLE

Sidebars in journalism are found in newspapers, magazines and internet articles. Magazine and newspaper editors like
them because they add value to the main article and entice the reader to read the longer piece. A sidebar should
complement the main story without duplicating the.

A little intro to you and your blog. How to Write a Sidebar If you're asked to write a sidebar and are unsure
exactly what to write about, consider a sidebar that covers a dissenting opinion, offers resources for further
information, a true life applicable story, or an expert's viewpoint. Sidebars often break out aspects of a story
that merit special attention. It's also a good place to sell ad space if you're trying to make money from your
blog because space above the fold is more coveted than space below the fold simply because more people will
see it. It's important to understand from the get-go what form your story's going to take. Do you want that?
Then you phone this year's president of your county's veterinarian association. It may be boxed off and appear
at the beginning of the article, within the article, or at the end of the article. Other Reasons for Sidebars A
sidebar also serves to make the information in the main article easier and faster for the reader to read. Sidebars
can also be defined as side stories that accompany main stories. To keep a main article from being too lengthy
or too complicated, the writer might include one or more sidebars that give additional information without
overwhelming the reader. Ways of writing them are as varied as the people about whom they are written. First,
a sidebar can be used to encourage the reader to read the more detailed main article. Beats, such as medical
beats, can turn up a feature series on new treatments or threatening diseases in a region. Had the preceding
material been less intriguing and dramatic, many readers might not have read this far. They do, however, have
certain characteristics: The sidebar can be straight fact, but it's often a feature story, strong on human interest
The sidebar is usually assigned by the editor. Be Creative and Experiment Bottom-line, it's your sidebar, so
don't be afraid to get creative with how you use it. What that means is that they may be used to break up long
boxes of text that become burdensome for the reader and prevent an even flow of reading. When I come across
a new blog and I love it, the first thing I do is follow them on all their social platforms. Your main story or
mainbar would of course include the most important aspects of the story, which I call the newsworthy aspects.
Make use of this space and only choose the most valuable, high quality articles. Rethink having ads on your
blog. The ability to be divided into satisfying segments, whether three parts or seven, distinguishes the
newspaper feature series from a single magazine article on the same subject. A sidebar can be used for several
reasons. What Is a Sidebar? You don't have much on your mind except late dinner when the city editor
beckons you over.


